[FTIR and classification study on the powdered milk with different assist material].
The near infrared spectrum atlases of milk powders mingled with different adjuvant are the object for cluster analysis. Drawing assistance from the disparity in infrared fingerprint atlas that change according to the contents of chemical constituent, and making mingled component models, the milk powders mingled with different adjuvant were taken for a rapid sorting test using SIMCA clustering analytical method. In the experiment, two hundred fifty sorts of milk powders in the markets from different manufacturers were scanned by near infrared ray, and were tested with reproducibility determination. It was found difficult to extract fingerprint characters just from the external appearance of the near infrared spectrum atlases from milk powders mingled with different adjuvant, and it is needed to adopt pattern recognition technique to determine intelligently. One hundred sixty atlases were drawn out randomly for cluster analysis, and unknown samples were pretested. Results showed that the milk powders mingled with different adjuvant can be identified by near infrared spectrum analysis associated with cluster analysis methods, notwithstanding the similar near infrared spectrum atlases of different sample were difficult to identify directly. No overlapping phenomenon was found among milk powders mingled with different adjuvant, and they did not interfere with each other. The results from clustering spectra between samples were satisfactory, and the correct ratios of blind detections were over 90%. In addition, the correct ratios of this method may be elevated remarkably with sufficient number of samples, increasing training set sample quantity and sampling representation, and strengthening the standard degree of manipulation. It is concluded that the designed model to determine milk powders mingled with different adjuvant is rational, and the determination capability is fine.